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Higher Readâ€™s Read It. Know It. classics are perfect for studying, book groups, or just for
fun because they have: * A full version of original text * Brand new comprehensive
summaries and analyses of each chapter * Analysis of major themes and historical concepts to
help you understand the original text If you are familiar with the terms â€œkindred spirit,â€•
â€œthe depths of despair,â€• or â€œscope for imagination,â€• you just might have Anne
Shirley to thank. Although this young redhead did not invent these terms, her debut book,
Anne of Green Gables, helped popularize their use. In addition to cheerful Anne, L.M.
Montgomery created a world when she created Avonlea for Anne of Green Gables. The
fictional town is as complex and often as real to the reader as it is to brilliant, loveable Anne.
To help you navigate this world, Higher Reads Read It. Know It. edition of Anne of Green
Gables provides you with an understanding of all of the layers of this book. The original text
included in this edition allows you to read the book as L.M. Montgomery wrote it, and our
all-new content helps you understand the novel more thoroughly. Character and narrative
summaries provide you with an at-a-glance reminder of what the original book holds, while
our Read It and Know It sections explore literary themes in the book. If you are as inquisitive
as Anne, you will find everything you need to know in these pages. So whether you want to
read the whole book, just want a reminder of the story, or are interested in exploring the
important themes in Anne of Green Gables, Higher Reads Read It. Know It. edition provides
an all-in-one book thats right for you.
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Anne of Green Gables is a novel by Canadian author Lucy Maud Montgomery. Montgomery's
work, diaries and letters have been read and studied by scholars and readers worldwide.
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